SCHOLA RSHIP APPLIC ATION
Positivity Magic is committed to helping emerging adults and motivated professionals step out of
frustration and step into fascination by providing engaging, empowering, and highly encouraging
resources and experiences for whole life transformation!
The Positivity Magic Scholarship Program has been established to expand our mission by working
with those who might not otherwise have access to personal and professional growth opportunities.
Use this application if you’re interested in receiving a scholarship for any of our services (including
workshops, coaching, books, and online courses).
DIRECTIONS
Please be as thorough as possible. The more information you provide the better we’ll be able to evaluate your
application.

ELIGIBILITY
Anyone over the age of 16 is eligible to apply for a Positivity Magic Scholarship, regardless of age, gender, or
native language, provided they have a deep passion and commitment to their personal and professional growth.
We strongly recommend that students have English language proficiency or provide their own translator.

DEADLINE
Your completed application must be received no later than four weeks before the start of your desired Growth
Experience, although earlier applications are welcomed and encouraged.

LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION
A letter of recommendation is required from someone who can attest to your character and your commitment to
personal and professional growth. That letter should include the length and nature of their relationship with
you as well as an assessment of how participating in a Positivity Magic program will benefit you.

APPLICATION PREPARATION TIPS
You may use this application as a guide and make use of a separate document to provide your answers. In
addition, feel free to expand on your responses for each of the sections in this application. Beyond the essential
demographic information, we are particularly interested in why you want to participate in a particular
workshop, class, or coaching experience. Additionally, since the scholarship will not cover all of your expenses,
the Scholarship Committee will look closely at your financial need and the additional funding sources you have
identified.

YOUR CONTACT INFORMATION
NAME:
PHONE:
EMAIL:
MAILING ADDRESS:
SOCIAL MEDIA LINKS (Website, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn, etc.):

Positivity Magic, LLC: Facilitators of Fascination & Purveyors of Positivity
30 Newbury St. 3rd Floor Boston, MA 02116 | 800-969-9778
PositivityMagic.com | jonas@positivitymagic.com

SCHOLA RSHIP APPLIC ATION

PURPOSE OF SCHOLARSHIP
What specific resource or experience (workshop, coaching, book, or online course) do you hope to engage with, and when do
you hope to begin?

Why is this important to you?

How does this class fit within your personal and professional growth plans?

What else would you like the Scholarship Committee to know when evaluating your application?

BUDGET
SPECIFIC TUITION AMOUNT ($U.S.) REQUESTED: $

NEED-BASED SCHOLARSHIP
Please explain in specific detail the life circumstances that lead you to apply for this need-based scholarship.

ADDITIONAL FUNDING SOURCES
Since this scholarship will cover only a portion of your total expenses, how much addition expense do you
anticipate you will incur, and how will you cover the remainder of your tuition and additional expenses (personal
finances, savings, loans, gifts, grants, anticipated earnings, other)?

SUBMISSION OF APPLICATION
Email your completed application and all other supporting documents to our Executive Director, Jonas Cain, at
jonas@positivitymagic.com. You will be notified of a decision within four weeks.
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